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Motivated by natural inflation, we propose a relaxation mechanism consistent with inflationary
cosmology that explains the hierarchy between the electroweak scale and Planck scale. This scenario
is based on a selection mechanism that identifies the low scale dynamics as the one that is screened
from UV physics. The scenario also predicts the near-criticality and metastability of the standard
model vacuum state, explaining the Higgs boson mass observed at the LHC. Once Majorana right-
handed neutrinos are introduced to provide a viable reheating channel, our framework yields a
corresponding mass scale that allows for the seesaw mechanism as well as for standard thermal
leptogenesis. We argue that considering singlet scalar dark matter extensions of the proposed
scenario could solve the vacuum stability problem and discuss how the cosmological constant problem
is possibly addressed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Despite the existence of the standard model (SM)
Higgs boson has been experimentally verified [1, 2], the
mechanism that protects its mass from the influence of
a potential high-energy cut-off remains still mysterious.
Every new and technically consistent view on the matter,
know in literature as the hierarchy problem, must then
be pursued and scrutinised. For instance, the recently
proposed relaxion mechanism [3] suggests a conceptually
new approach to tackle this issue. More in detail, the sce-
nario is based on the interplay between the Higgs boson,
that receives a large quadratically divergent mass correc-
tion from the high scale cut-off scale Λ, and a new peri-
odic axion-like field which is instead protected against the
same corrections by a shift symmetry. With this setup,
the relaxion mechanism exploits (i) the dynamical relax-
ation of the Higgs boson mass term [4, 5] due here to the
dynamics of the axion-like field and (ii) a feedback effect
from the electroweak symmetry breaking which stops the
relaxation process at the right scale to solve the hierarchy
problem. Besides the axion-like field, the scenario does
not introduce any new particle around the electroweak
scale to explain the naturalness of the latter.
The relaxion scenario is currently the subject of a thor-
ough investigation. Unfortunately, for the required huge
number of e-folds and very low inflation scale, the model
presented in Ref. [3] seems to be at odds with cosmol-
ogy. No inflation scenario consistent with both the relax-
ion mechanism and the Planck/BICEP2/Keck data [6] is
presently known. Another possible shortcoming of this
solution is that only a cut-off scale Λ much below any
supposed new physics scale, such as the GUT, string or
Planck scales, can be relaxed to the desired values. In
addition to that, the mechanism has been criticised for
introducing a fine-tuning in a different sector that is more
severe than the one required by the hierarchy problem
within the SM [7]. The proposed modifications of this
scenario [8–15] mostly try to improve on one or several
of these issues, leaving aside the matter of a possible ul-
traviolet (UV) completion of the theory.
In this work we present a new electroweak scale re-
laxation scenario that is consistent with inflationary cos-
mology and that is able to relax scales as large as the
Planck scale. Our mechanism draws from the periodic
scalar potential of natural inflation [16, 17] and allows us
to identify the field that drives the relaxation mechanism
with the inflaton. Since, to date, natural inflation is con-
sistent with the cosmological measurements [6], our sce-
nario is automatically in line with the corresponding con-
straints. Furthermore, our mechanism shares the same
UV-completion as the original natural inflation scheme –
the string theory – that supports the existence of many
scalar fields.
The basis of our construction is in a selection mech-
anism that determines which scalar fields, among the
many candidates in string theory, are screened from the
UV physics located at the cutoff scale. The screened
scalars then become naturally much lighter than the lat-
ter, while the remaining particles remain at the cutoff
scale. As we will show, our selection mechanism is based
on the interactions between the scalar fields and the in-
flaton. Only the scalars that couple to this particle in
a minimal will contribute to the low-energy dynamics of
the SM. As in the original natural inflation theory, the
shape of the inflaton potential and, more in general, of
its interactions, is dictated by the fact that the inflaton
mimics a pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone boson [18]. While
the inflaton slowly rolls towards the minimum, the po-
tential of a screened scalar field, the SM Higgs, is relaxed
into the desired form. No additional feedback mecha-
nism is needed to stop the rolling since the potential has
a well-defined minimum around which the inflaton field
oscillates and consequently reheats the Universe. The
essential ingredient of this natural relaxation mechanism
is the shift symmetry of the periodic inflaton potential.
The inflation dynamics selects one of the many minima,
breaking the shift symmetry and consequently inducing
a naturally small and non-vanishing electroweak scale.
The natural relaxation mechanism has interesting pre-
dictions that are consistent with phenomenology. Firstly,
it predicts an almost vanishing Higgs boson quartic cou-
pling at the inflation scale. This explains the mysterious
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2near-criticality of the SM vacuum [19] and predicts the
observed Higgs boson mass. In our framework, the Higgs
boson SM couplings generate at one-loop a small but non-
vanishing effective Higgs quartic coupling. In this regard,
we compute the renormalization group improved one-
loop effective potential for the SM Higgs boson and show
that the effective quartic is small and negative, explaining
the metastability of the SM vacuum [20, 21]. Extending
our framework with scalar singlet dark matter [22] could
furthermore solve the vacuum stability problem in a way
consistent with the observed Higgs boson properties [23].
If the SM is extended instead with right-handed Majo-
rana neutrinos, as we assume here, the shift symmetry
breaking induces a right-handed neutrino mass scale that
is consistent with the seesaw explanation of the smallness
of the active neutrino masses [24] and with the baryon
asymmetry of the Universe via leptogenesis [25]. The
natural relaxation mechanism may also help to relax the
cosmological constant [26]. Due to the shift symmetry
breaking, however, a cosmological constant at least of
order of the fourth power of the electroweak scale is nec-
essarily generated within our framework. We argue that
the most natural dynamical mechanisms for addressing
the remaining problem are based on particle creation by
de Sitter vacuum during inflation, which could induce the
decay of the relaxed cosmological constant [27–32].
II. NATURAL INFLATION AND RELAXATION
OF THE ELECTROWEAK SCALE
We consider a model in which the SM particle content
is augmented by three generations of singlet right-handed
neutrino fields Ni, whose mass is dynamically generated.
The scalar sector of the theory contains, amongst other
particles, the SM Higgs boson doublet H and a real scalar
field φ. The latter is a pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone boson,
serves as an inflaton, and plays a crucial role in our relax-
ation mechanism. Our setup is meant to mimic an effec-
tive theory specified at the high-energy cutoff resulting
from a possible incarnation of string theory that intro-
duces for the field φ a periodic scalar potential invariant
under a discrete shift symmetry φ→ φ+ 2npif , n ∈ N:
V = −Λ2
(
1 + cos
(
φ
f
))
H†H (1)
+ λ
(
1 + cos
(
φ
f
))(
H†H
)2
+ Λ4
(
1 + cos
(
φ
f
))
.
We expect that all the mass scales, as well as the scale
f where the periodic potential is generated, be of order
of the cut-off scale O(Λ). The last term in Eq. (1) is the
usual potential of natural inflation [16, 17], which is one
of the few inflation scenarios consistent, to date, with
both the Planck and BICEP2 results [6]. The reman-
ing terms generalise the characteristic pseudo-Goldstone
interaction to the possible dimension four operators that
involve the Higgs doublet and the periodic potential. No-
tice that corresponding terms for the inflaton φ are for-
bidden by the shift symmetry.
According to the proposed paradigm, if a scalar par-
ticle of the theory couples to the inflaton minimally, ac-
cording to Eq. (1), the same dynamics that drives the in-
flation screens the particle from the effects of UV physics,
generating a low-energy potential. The remaining scalar
fields whose potentials do not match Eq. (1), which num-
ber is expected to be large in the string theory, are nat-
urally heavy and form a decoupled sector. Thus, only
minimally coupled scalars will play a role in the low-scale
dynamics of the SM and, for simplicity, we will assume
the existence of only one such scalar field – the Higgs
boson.
Focusing now on the Higgs boson properties, amongst
the terms in the presented potential we can distinguish
an effective mass term µ2effH
†H
− µ2eff = Λ2
(
1 + cos
(
φ
f
))
, (2)
which depends on the evolution of the inflaton field φ.
The latter is driven by the inflaton potential that domi-
nates the early Universe before reheating. During natural
inflation, the inflaton slowly rolls towards the minimum
of its potential and then, oscillating around this point,
reheats the Universe. Since all the terms in Eq. (1) de-
pend on the evolution of the inflaton field in the same
way, at the classical level, after inflation all the terms are
dynamically driven to vanishing values.
This is the essence of the natural relaxation mech-
anism. There are important differences by which our
mechanism can be distinguished from the original relax-
ion model [3]. The scalar potential has well defined de-
generate minima and the inflation dynamics is respon-
sible for selecting one of them, establishing the physical
vacuum state. In the natural relaxation mechanism the
inflaton falls into one of the minima satisfying the slow-
roll conditions, and no back-reaction mechanism from the
electroweak symmetry breaking is required to stop the
field dynamics. Since the field that dynamically relaxes
the SM Higgs boson mass is the inflaton of natural in-
flation, the accordance with cosmology is guaranteed by
the robustness of the latter.
The dynamics that drives φ to a minimum clearly
breaks the shift symmetry by selecting one minimum.
This breaking introduces naturally small effects that gen-
erate, at quantum level, deviations from the classical
configuration for which (1 + cos (φ/f)) = 0 and, con-
sequently, a small but non-vanishing Higgs boson mass
term. The smallness of the electroweak scale compared
to Λ, being here a consequence of the shift symmetry
breaking, is technically natural.
To model these quantum effects, we introduce the fol-
lowing operators that break the shift symmetry explicitly,
L ⊃ Lsb = −
3∑
i,j=1
yijφN¯ ciNj + κφ(H
†H) +O(φn) + h.c.,
(3)
3where y denote the Yukawa couplings of the right-handed
neutrinos, κ is a coupling with dimension of a mass and
O(φn) denotes implicitly all the terms of higher order
in φ. We assume the latter be subdominant because of
higher order also in the shift symmetry breaking param-
eters. Restricting ourselves to interactions linear in φ,
the particle content of our framework admits exclusively
the terms indicated in Eq. (3). Notice that on general
grounds such operators (3) are required by thermal re-
heating, which in this framework proceeds through the
decay of the field φ. More in general, the presence of such
interactions is required in every natural inflation model
and does not depend on the specifics of our construction.
In our scheme, however, these operators play a funda-
mental part as they could prevent the exact relaxation
of the terms in Eq. (1) and consequently generate the
electroweak scale.
III. THE ELECTROWEAK SYMMETRY
BREAKING
Our framework proposes two viable mechanisms lead-
ing to the SM electroweak symmetry breaking, depend-
ing on which of the two terms in Eq. (3) is dominating.
If the interaction with the RH neutrino is negligible, the
SM Higgs boson mass term µ2SMH
†H is generated at tree
level by the κφ(H†H) term. At the minimum of the po-
tential, to a good approximation φ ≈ pif , implying
µ2SM ≈ piκf. (4)
If κ < 0, the Higgs mass term is negative and the elec-
troweak symmetry breaking can be triggered. Numeri-
cally, for f ∼ Λ ∼MP , reproducing the desired hierarchy
O(−µ2SM/Λ2) ' 10−34 imposes |κ| ∼ v2/MP ∼ 10−6 eV.
This value is in agreement with the general expectation
that symmetry breaking parameters are naturally small.
Notice, however, that the shift symmetry breaking
term κφ(H†H) induces new contributions to the scalar
potential which can be quantified by minimising the ‘im-
proved’ potential with respect to φ:
V imp1 = Λ
4
(
1 + cos
(
φ
f
))
+ κφ(H†H). (5)
We set the Higgs field value at H = v/
√
2 and expand the
inflaton field around the minimum φ = φ0 of its potential
to compute the deviation δ := pi−φ0/f from the tree-level
minimum pif . We obtain
δ =
κfv2
2Λ4
≈ O(v4/Λ4) ∼ 10−68. (6)
Consequently, the contribution (2) to the Higgs mass
term is completely negligible compared to the one of (4)
as the displacement originated from the quantum correc-
tion has no significant effect. The term κφ(H†H) alone is
then responsible for the electroweak symmetry breaking.
Differently, if the Yukawa term yφNN dominates, the
right-handed neutrino Yukawa couplings generate at one
loop level a mass term for the inflaton and, to the lowest
order in symmetry breaking, a new quadratic component
of the inflaton potential. Therefore, in this case we min-
imise the following improved potential
V imp2 = Λ
4
(
1 + cos
(
φ
f
))
+m2φ2, (7)
where m is the mentioned mass term generated at one-
loop level by the interaction in Eq. (3). By applying the
usual minimization procedure and expanding around the
classical minimum φ0 as well as in the small parameter
2m2f2/Λ4  1, we then find the deviation δ := pi−φ0/f ,
δ =
2pim2f2
Λ4
. (8)
Requiring now that this effect prevent the exact cancella-
tion of the effective Higgs mass yields (1 + cos (φ/f)) ≈
10−34. Consequently δ ≈ O(10−17) and we must have
mf ≈ 10−9Λ2. If we regard the quadratic divergences
brought to scalar masses by loop correction as physical,
which is the assumption behind the large Higgs mass in
Eq. (1), then m ≈ yΛ and therefore yf ≈ 10−9Λ. Then,
as we expect f ∼ Λ, this construction is perfectly consis-
tent with the requirement that the shift-symmetry break-
ing couplings y in Eq. (3) be small. Furthermore, given
that the field φ acquires a vacuum expectation value
φ ≈ fpi, the fermions Ni in Eq. (3) acquire a typical right-
handed neutrino mass scale MN ≈ yfpi ≈ 10−9Λ ≈ 1010
GeV, having identified here Λ ≡ MP . Once the type-
I seesaw mechanism [24] is considered, this scale is re-
markably in agreement with the smallness of the active
neutrino masses indicated by the oscillation experiments,
as well as with the measured baryon asymmetry of the
Universe which can be here generated via the standard
thermal leptogenesis [25].
We emphasize that despite relying on the crucial ef-
fects of quantum correction, the above scenario is con-
ceptually different from the Coleman-Weinberg mecha-
nism [33] proposed for the generation of the one-loop ef-
fective potential of the Higgs boson. Here, the symmetry
breaking term yφNN generates a loop correction to the
inflaton potential that induces a shift in the inflaton field
minimum, which results in a non-vanishing contribution
to the Higgs mass via Eq. (2).
IV. THE HIGGS QUARTIC COUPLING AT
HIGH ENERGIES
Because of the relaxation mechanism, at tree level also
the Higgs quartic coupling naturally vanishes at high en-
ergies. As we will now show, this is a good starting point
to address the observed criticality of the SM vacuum at
high scales. The Higgs doublet clearly interacts with the
remaining SM matter fields and gauge bosons and, as
4a result, the Higgs boson quartic coupling receives addi-
tional contributions induced at the loop level by the same
SM particle content. To estimate this effect, we compute
the renormalization group improved effective potential
for the Higgs boson at one-loop level. The fourth deriva-
tive of the latter evaluated at large field values then re-
turns the effective SM quartic coupling λeff.
In the MS renormalization scheme the one loop Higgs
effective potential is given by [34]
Veff(H) =
∑
α
NαM
4
α
64pi2
(
log
(
M2α
Q2
)
− Cα
)
, (9)
where α ∈ {Z,W, t}, NZ = 3, NW = 6, Nt = −12, and
M2Z =
(
g2 + g′ 2
)
H†H/4, M2W = g
2H†H/4,
M2t = y
2
tH
†H/2, (10)
and Cα = 3/2 for fermions and 5/6 for gauge bosons.
Because the tree level Higgs quartic coupling is negligi-
bly small, we have suppressed in Eq. (9) the Higgs and
Goldstone boson contributions. In our computation of
the improved effective potential we use the two-loop SM
renormalization group equations [35, 36] to evaluate the
SM couplings at the field dependent renormalisation scale
Q = Mt given by (10). We use the following NLO in-
put values at the top mass scale [21]: gY = 0.35940,
g2 = 0.64754, g3 = 1.666, yt = 0.95113, λ = 0.12774.
The resulting effective Higgs quartic coupling is plotted
in Fig. 1 as a function of the field value. During infla-
tion, the Hubble parameter is of order H ∼ 1014 GeV.
While the Higgs field fluctuates, its average value is of the
same order of the Hubble parameter and, therefore, we
have to evaluate the coupling at the corresponding high-
energy scale. Because the behaviour of the SM quan-
tum corrections is such that the gauge bosons and top
quark contributions tend to cancel, λeff is positive above
5×1017 GeV and negative for smaller field values. There-
fore, our scenario effectively predicts that the SM Higgs
quartic coupling after inflation is λeff ≈ −0.006, consis-
tently with the metastability of the SM vacuum.
V. EXTENSIONS OF THE MODEL AND
VACUUM STABILITY
So far we focused on the SM and showed how its
the measured properties emerge in our framework, in-
cluded the instability of the vacuum state. Although
phenomenologically acceptable, the metastability of our
Universe is a disturbing idea. Immediately after the LHC
determined the Higgs boson mass, it was pointed out in
Ref. [23] that a simple singlet scalar extension of the SM
could solve the vacuum stability problem due to new,
positive, contribution to the renormalization group equa-
tions of the Higgs quartic coupling emerging from a por-
tal coupling λSHS
2H2 [37].
For this solution to be implemented within our frame-
work, the new scalar potential terms must be of the form
1013 1014 1015 1016 1017 1018 1019
-0.008
-0.006
-0.004
-0.002
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H (GeV)
λ eff
FIG. 1: The generated effective quartic coupling of the SM
Higgs field as a function of the field value.
contained in (1) and the associated mass scales will be
relaxed in analogy to the Higgs one. It could then be ar-
gued that the same relaxation mechanism could drive the
portal coupling λSH to negligible values, therefore, inval-
idating the mentioned solution. However, notice that in-
troducing a new light scalar singlet S in the model allows
for several new shift symmetry breaking terms as
λ1φSSS, λ2φS|H|2, (11)
which add to those of Eq. (3). After the inflaton is driven
to its final field value, φ0 ≈ pif, the two terms in Eq. (11)
produce a tree level effective interaction λeffSHS
2H2. Once
this is generated, the renormalization group improved ef-
fective potential Eq. (9) receives a new, positive contri-
bution with NS = 1 and M
2
S = λ
eff
SHH
2 [38], which can
easily overcome the SM contribution yielding a positive
Veff at high energies.
VI. THE COSMOLOGICAL CONSTANT
PROBLEM
The bare cosmological constant in our scenario is nat-
urally as large as the cut-off scale of the theory, Λ ∼MP ,
because of the quantum corrections induced by the latter.
However, when the inflaton relaxes the potential (1) to
V = 0, the cosmological constant problem [26] should be
technically solved up to corrections due to physics below
the electroweak scale.
Unfortunately the picture is more complicated than
that. Due to the shift symmetry breaking, new terms
are generated in the scalar potential, as explicitly demon-
strated by Eq. (5) and Eq. (7). In the first case, where the
mass of the Higgs boson is generated at tree level, we can
expect a new contribution to the cosmological constant
of order O(v4). With respect to the SM, the situation is
then improved to the level of the cosmological constant
problem within supersymmetric models.
There are now two possible solutions. The first, less
appealing possibility consists in including all the allowed
5low-energy contributions and fine-tuning the value of the
obtained scalar potential according to the phenomenolog-
ical requirements. Alternatively, we could assume that
a further dynamical mechanism reduces the remaining
vacuum energy down to the observed value. The lat-
ter possibility is natural within our framework since the
known mechanisms rely on the decay of de Sitter space
vacuum [27–32], which can take place during the inflation
era. While the back-reaction effects in these theories have
the correct sign to reduce the bare vacuum energy, it is
clear that no definitive claim can be made before having
performed a full computation within the right theory of
quantum gravity.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We present the natural relaxation mechanism for the
generation of the electroweak scale. Our mechanism is
based on the identification of the field that drives the
relaxation of the SM Higgs potential with the inflaton
of natural inflation, a pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone boson
whose dynamics is characterised by a periodic potential.
The proposed framework explains the hierarchy between
the electroweak and Planck scales in a way consistent
with inflationary cosmology and predicts both the near-
criticality and meta-stability of the SM vacuum. We
advocate that the latter problem can be solved in the
present framework by adding a singlet scalar dark matter
candidate, exactly as in the SM. The scenario we propose
also generates a right-handed neutrino mass scale that al-
lows for the seesaw type-I mechanism and leptogenesis.
On top of that, we have argued that in our framework
the cosmological constant problem is alleviated by many
orders of magnitude. A complete solution of the problem
might involve additional dynamical mechanism such as
the decay of de Sitter vacuum during the inflation era.
Finally, we remark that the proposed solution requires
that light scalar particles of the theory, such as the Higgs
boson and possibly Dark Matter, couple to the inflaton in
a specific manner, yielding a distinguishing UV comple-
tion of the model that generally predicts a heavy scalar
sector at the cutoff energy. The discovery at the LHC of
competing mechanisms for the stabilization of the elec-
troweak scale, such as supersymmetry for instance, would
indeed severely disfavour our mechanism.
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